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Abstract — Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have become very popular nowadays because they are widely used in 
military application, tracking the object, forest fire detection, disaster management, in navigation systems and many more 
applications. Implementing the WSNs has large number of benefits as well as obstacles. There are several issues in WSN 
such as security, data aggregation, data dissemination, data routing, localization etc. Localization is the challenging issue, 
because without knowing the location of the data where it is coming from, processing that data becomes totally 
inappropriate. Finding the location of the unknown sensor node using anchor node is localization of that node. Anchor nodes 
or the beacon nodes are the nodes with Global Positioning System (GPS) in it. Taking these anchor nodes as reference nodes 
we are finding out the position of the unknown sensor nodes. In this work we are proposing range based localization 
algorithm using modified quadrilateral approach. Here we are considering four anchor nodes forming the quadrilateral 
structure, based on their Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) values. The distance from the sensor node to all four 
anchor nodes are estimated using the radio model equations which uses RSSI values of the anchor nodes to estimate the 
distances and finally  by applying enhanced approach equation the (x, y) coordinate values are obtained.  Results shows that 
proposed quadrilateral method is having less error and it has more localization accuracy compared to the trilateral method. 
Results are shown in simulation part.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of 
numerous nodes, which have several modules, 
including receiver and transmitter.  Nodes are used to 
sense or monitor the environment, where it gathers 
the data from surrounding environment, and send to 
the user through base stations for further processing. 
Sensor network send the data to neighbor node or 
base station, but before it they need to know their 
own location, because the data have no meaning 
without location information from where the data is 
coming. WSN finds applications in military as 
battlefield surveillance, object tracking, robot 
movement, habitat monitoring, environmental 
monitoring, and health application and also in 
industrial applications etc. 
If we use Global positioning system (GPS) to all 
sensor nodes in the network, the cost of the network 
becomes more and also it reduces the battery lifespan 
of that network. Battery lifespan becomes a very 
important parameter when the networks are deployed 
in remote areas like dense forests. To overcome this 
problem, the anchor nodes are used, with the help of 
GPS fixed to them anchor nodes localize themselves. 
Localization algorithm can be divided into range-
based positioning and range-free positioning systems. 
This network aims at the realization of sensitive data 
acquisition, processing and transmission of the area 
be covered [1]. 
There are number of issues in localization of nodes in 
WSN. Security, Data aggregation, Data 
dissemination, Routing, Node Localization etc. 
Localization becomes very important issue among all  

 
issues as it is the primary element in WSN because 
without the deployment information processing the 
data becomes useless. However accurate node 
location information in wireless sensor network is 
more and more important, not only in construction 
and maintenance, but also in tracking, positioning and 
other applications. So we have proposed a work, to 
locate the senor node using quadrilateral method. 
In this proposed work, we select the four anchor 
nodes which are nearer to the target node by the 
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and 
quadrilateral approach is used to locate the target 
node approximately. The result is compared with the 
trilateral approach. 
Further, Chapter 2 deals with related work, 
subsection 2.1 Range based Localization algorithms, 
subsection 2.2 deals with the Range-free Localization 
algorithms, Chapter 3 deals with Literature survey of 
the Localization in WSN, Chapter 4 deals with 
Proposed work, Chapter 5 deals with Simulations and 
Results and Chapter 6 is Conclusion and future work. 

 
Figure1: General Idea of Localization 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 
WSN is a vast research area in this digital era. The 
localization schemes are classified as Range based 
approach and Range free approach. The range-based 
method uses the distance measurement by received 
signal strength indicator (RSSI). The range free 
approach is based only on connectivity information 
i.e. the nodes can receive the beacon transmitted from 
the anchor nodes and bound the nodes location to the 
common overlapped (intersected) area. Varieties of 
methods are used by many algorithms for estimation 
of the position values of the unknown sensor nodes 
with reference to the anchor nodes. In range based 
approach, to find the distance between receiver sensor 
node and the transmitter anchor special hardware and 
radio signals are used. Where as in range free 
approach only radio signals are used, no hardware is 
used. Range free approach is suitable where high 
location accuracy is not needed i.e. error up to some 
extent is tolerable. 
In ref. [2], Bayesian model [3] is used, the 
deployment knowledge like character of the 
environment where the nodes are deployed, numbers 
of nodes deployed, grid distance, grid size, etc. and 
information like neighbors of a sensor node, the 
connectivity between two sensor nodes, etc. are 
known. The Probability Grid scheme used employs 
the hop-count information to decrease necessity of 
more anchor nodes. Major drawbacks of this 
approach are it requires larger bandwidth.  
In ref. [4], a new method is introduced to boost 
accuracy and transmission overhead. This begins with 
a basic anchor-node-based distributed localization 
(ADL) using grid scan with known anchor nodes 
within two-hop. Each sensor node finds the initial 
location with ADL, it verifies whether the location 
requires being corrected. If refining required, the first 
location is relocated with the help of hop progress by 
the information of anchors located at certain hops far. 
This proposed ADL is 12% more accurate and 10% 
less expensive than DRLS and also 30% more 
accurate with using REP in addition to ADL. 
In ref. [5], the node location is calculated using 
observations among the image sensor nodes or 
parallel observation of a mobile object by many 
nodes. Many image sensor nodes localize themselves 
using parallel observations from mobile target. Here a 
method is discussed, where the moving path for the 
target node permits for a joint approach for estimating 
relative position information among the sensor nodes. 
In the fourth approach, guidance from a mobile 
beacon signal is used to locate the image sensors. The 
discussed algorithms are depends on node processing 
and local partnership between the sensor nodes and so 
they are scalable to big networks. 
Ref. [6], proposes localization in existence of 
obstacles using mobile anchor nodes. When the 
anchor node and static sensor node have overlapping 
signals the sensor nodes receives the transmitted data 

and is processed further to know their own location. 
The anchor nodes movement will be in snake path, it 
requires less energy comparatively with random 
method. Extra hardware is removed. Obstacles are 
found out by mobile anchor nodes. Advantage is that 
it needs min. two beacon messages for localization of 
a node and so this is of low cost. 
Ref. [7] proposes a multi-hop localization method for 
the networks which exceeds the RSSIs. The nodes at 
the corner are used as anchors, at different power 
levels RSSI values are exchanged among nodes and 
they are processed to construct ranging model which 
is input for Centralized Minimum Least Square 
(MLS) algorithm. The ranging model is calibrated 
from the online gathered readings. In the proposed 
system it can be simply extended to update the 
location every time a node tells that the RSSI value 
has exceeded a preset threshold. 
In [8], explains range measurements and trilateration 
with using the Extended Kalman Filter in 
localization. The nanoLOC sensors are used for range 
measurements. The distance between two sensor 
nodes is calculated by Symmetrical Double-Sided 
Two Way Ranging (SDS-TWR) in the form of the 
signal propagation delay. Localizing the Sensor 
Nodes Using the Extended Kalman Filter, internal 
states can’t be found, there will be noise and error in 
distance estimation. So Kalman filter is used to find 
interior state of mobile nodes among number of noisy 
and incomplete measurement by reducing squared 
error mean. This is also a good tool in sensor fusion 
and localization applications. 
In this [9], Multidi- mensional Scaling (MDS) and 
trilateration is presented. Trilateration [11] refines the 
calculated position resulted from the MDS algorithm. 
MDS is a group of data analysis methods which 
indicate distance like data as geometric structure. 
This approach is applied for visualizing divergence 
data. MDS based algorithms are energy efficient. 
After all distances are taken, next calculation for 
estimating locations does not require communication 
among nodes. It offers better starting points for any 
optimization methods [10]. Benefit of the 
trilateration, it determines positions precisely if 
starting points are good. 

  
III. PROPOSED WORK 
 
The Wireless sensor network scenario is as shown in 
Figure 1. In this network environment there are target 
nodes or unknown nodes, anchor nodes, Base station 
and main or central station. Here each anchor node 
broadcasts the beacon signal over the entire network 
and every unknown node receives the beacons from 
all the anchor nodes. The unknown sensor node has 
memory unit within it where all the received beacons 
are stored and the sensor nodes compares all the 
beacons it received and selects the four higher RSS 
values of anchor nodes. Those anchor nodes are 
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selected in a way that they form a quadrilateral 
structure. 

3.1 RSSI Calculation: 
RSSI is used here because of its less complexity, 

low cost and less communication hardware 
requirements. RSS is the strength or power of signal 
at receiver measured by indicator i.e. received signal 
strength indicator (RSSI).where as RSS is measured 
power at receiver[12], i.e., square of magnitude of 
radio signal strength[13, 14]. 

Principles: The key principle of RSSI ranging 
expose the relation between the two powers i.e. 
Transmitted and received powers of anchor nodes and 
sensor nodes. Received power and transmitted power 
are having following relationship, 

푃 푃 ( )            
 (1) 

Where Pr is the received signal power and Pt is the 
transmitted signal power, d is the distance between 
the sensor node and the anchor node, n is the 
transmission factor whose value depends on the 
propagation environment. 
Here initially we consider the quadrilateral based on 
the signal strength of anchor nodes, then after by 
considering the triangles in the quadrilateral the 
distance is calculated between the sensor node and all 
the anchor nodes using following equations, 

푑 = (푋 − 푋 (푖푖)) + (푌 − 푌 (푖푖))        (2) 
Where 푋  is x-coordinate of sensor node, 	푌  is 

y- coordinate of sensor node and  푋 (푖푖) and 푌 (푖푖) 
are (x, y) coordinates of anchor nodes. 

The RSSI is calculated by the sensor node using 
the following equations, 

푃푎푡ℎ	푙표푠푠 = 20log ( ∗ ∗ )               (3) 
Where 휆 =     (4) 
v= velocity of light, 3*108m/s. 
f= frequency (15MHz) 
푃퐿 = 푃푎푡ℎ	푙표푠푠 + 10 ∗ 푛 ∗ log (푑푖푠푡 + 1)  (5) 
Where 푑푖푠푡 = (푥 − 푥 ) + (푦 − 푦 )  (6) 
 
The final RSS equation is given as, 
푅푆푆 = 푃 − 푃퐿    (7) 
Where,  푃  is the transmitted power. 
 

 3.2 Trilateral localization approach: 
This is the type of localization algorithm which 
makes use of three anchor nodes as reference to 
calculate the location of the target node. At first the 
distances from target node to three anchor nodes are 
calculated using the below expression. 
푟 = (푋 − 푋 ) + (푌 − 푌 )                        (7) 
푟 = (푋 − 푋 ) + (푌 − 푌 )                        (8) 
푟 = (푋 − 푋 ) + (푌 − 푌 )                        (9) 
 
 Above expressions are transformed and target node P 
can be now defined as,  
푅 = 푆 푇                                                         (10) 

푅 = 푋
푌                                                           (11) 

푇 = 푋 − 푋 + 푌 − 푌 + 푟 − 푟
푋 − 푋 + 푌 − 푌 + 푟 − 푟

             (12) 

푆 = 2(푋 − 푋 ) 2(푌 − 푌 )
2(푋 − 푋 ) 2(푌 − 푌 )                       (13) 

 
Where rA, rB, rC distances form anchor nodes A, B, C 
to the target node P respectively. Where the anchor 
nodes are selected using the RSSI values of the 
anchor nodes at the target node. Highest three among 
all anchor nodes are selected as reference. The 
distances rA, rB, rC are calculated using RSSI model. 
(푋 ,푌 	), (푋 ,푌 	), (푋 ,푌 	) are coordinates of the 
anchor nodes selected. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Trilateral approach 

 
3.3 Enhanced Quadrilateral method: 
This quadrilateral approach makes use of four anchor 
nodes as reference for localization of a target sensor 
node. In this localization scheme, first four anchor 
nodes are selected based on their signal strength 
values, which forms quadrilateral structure. Then in 
the formed quadrilateral we consider four triangles 
and estimates the distance from the anchor node to 
the target sensor node. For example, in quadrilateral 
ABCD, take triangle ABC rA, rB and rC are calculated 
and  Similarly all four distances from anchor node to 
sensor node is calculated i.e. rA, rB, rC and rD. The x-
coordinate of target node P is calculated by using x- 
coordinates of all anchor nodes and the corresponding 
distances from each triangle. And similarly the y-
coordinates are estimated using y-coordinates of all 
four anchor nodes. As shown in below equations [14 
15]. Here, we take A, B, C, and D as anchor nodes 
and ‘P’ as target sensor node. By using below 
formulae [14, 15] position of the target node can be 
estimated. 
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Figure 3.3: Quadrilateral Approach 

 
Where, 
(푋 ,푌 ) are coordinates of the target sensor node ‘P’. 
푟 ,푟 ,푟  and 푟  are distances from anchor nodes to 
sensor node. 푥 ,	푥 ,	푥  and 푥  , 푦 ,	푦 , 푦  and 
푦  are (x, y) coordinates of anchor nodes. 

 
IV. SIMULATIONS 
 

 
Graph 1: Number of Anchor nodes vs. average 
localization error. 

In above graph it shows that the proposed enhanced 
quadrilateral method is having better performance 
compared to the trilateral approach because trilateral 
approach needs three anchor nodes for localization of 
the node, accuracy of it is 
Medium but where as in enhanced quadrilateral case 
four anchors are used thereby enhancing the 
localization accuracy. 
Spacing between the anchor nodes is directly 
proportional to the localization error, i.e. as the 
spacing between the anchor nodes increases the 
localization error increases. As the numbers of anchor 
nodes are increased the RSSI for the nearest sensor 
nodes will be high so the localization error will 
reduce in the network.  Also as spacing between 
anchors increases the number of anchor nodes 
required will reduce intern the cost of network 
reduces. 
 

 
Graph 2: Number of sensor nodes v. average error per 
sensor node. 
 
Graph2 shows the variation of localization error with 
varying number of sensor nodes. In case of both the 
existing and proposed work the error initially high as 
shown in graph and after reaching some value it then 
increases gradually with increase in number of sensor 
node. Enhanced quadrilateral method has relatively 
improved one because of use more number of anchors 
i.e. more localization accuracy.  

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
As already proved in simulation part our proposed 
method is having lesser error than that of the trilateral 
method of localization. As there are many numbers of 
localization algorithms are present, still there exists 
several hurdles like energy management, cost, 
reliable hardware and they need much more attention 
and flexible algorithm is needed.   
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